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Toyota vehicles , past and present, sold under the Toyota brand. Most are made by the Toyota
Motor Corporation. The following is a partial list of concept cars Toyota developed. The year
indicates when the vehicle was first officially shown to the public. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Wikipedia list article. US: Toyota. Archived from the original on Retrieved Brazil:
Toyota. Business Today. Brussels : Toyota Europe. Top Gear Philippines. Toyota Lanka.
Australia: Toyota. USA: Toyota. Toyota Motor Corporation. Scion WiLL Toyopet. Toyota
Financial Services. Dyna Type 73 Medium Truck. Toyota light truck timeline, North American
market, sâ€”present model years. Categories : Toyota Toyota vehicles Lists of cars. Hidden
categories: CS1 Portuguese-language sources pt All articles with dead external links Articles
with dead external links from December Articles with permanently dead external links Articles
with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Articles containing
potentially dated statements from All articles containing potentially dated statements Commons
category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn
to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version.
Wikimedia Commons. Successor to the Corona. Twin model of the Allion. Successor to the
Carina. Twin model of the Premio. Hybrid-electric hatchback based on the Vitz. Divided into
standard and Crossover models. Successor to the Duet. Rebadged M series Daihatsu Boon.
Divided into standard and Moda models. Station wagon. Smaller than European market Corolla
Touring Sports. Successor to the Corolla Fielder. Sports car. Marketed as "GR Supra". Joint
production with Subaru BRZ. Also classified under kei car class. Built on the same platform as
the RAV4. Sold as the Venza in North America. Was sold in export markets as the Lexus RX
from to Based on the XP series Yaris. Successor to the Ist. Rebadged A series Daihatsu Rocky.
Based on the H series HiAce that is not sold in Japan. Successor to the LiteAce Noah.
Sport-oriented version of the Noah. Rebadged Daihatsu Thor. Also sold under "Tank" nameplate
until September Commercial vehicle. Available in three configurations; the standard wheelbase
configuration can seat 25 passengers, the long wheelbase configuration can either seat 24 or 29
passengers while a school bus configuration can seat 3 adults and 49 children. Based on the
second-generation Hino Dutro. Rebadged Daihatsu Gran Max. Also sold under "LiteAce"
nameplate until June Kei car passenger. Kei car commercial. Rebadged S series Daihatsu Hijet
Truck. Rebadged S series Daihatsu Hijet Cargo. The latest Camry was launched in Australia,
Indonesia, Thailand, and other countries by the end of or the beginning of In North America the
sales began in late July There are two different styling models for European and North
American markets respectively. Sold in India since , Brazil [2] and South Africa [3] since
Hatchback variant of Toyota Etios. Sold in India and Indonesia. Sold in Indonesia as Etios Valco.
Etios Cross is a crossover variant based on Etios Liva, sold in India. Rebadged Suzuki Baleno
First product formed out of Toyota-Suzuki global partnership. Sold in India as Glanza and Africa
as Starlet. OEM manufactured Daihatsu Xenia. Sold as Kijang Innova in Indonesia. Rebadged
Suzuki Vitara Brezza. Sold only in India. Entered production as the Lexus SC Toyota 86 patrol
car made to replicate a Tomica Cycle wheel roadster body for the Camatte. Closed wheel
roadster body for the Camatte. Camatte57s with LEDs covering the bonnet. Closed roof off-road
style body for the Camatte. Jeep style body for the Camatte. Roadster body for the Camatte.
Wooden cycle wheel roadster body for the Camatte. Closed roof cycle wheel style body for the
Camatte. Lotus 7 style body for the Camatte. Expanding campervan , based on the TownAce.
Based on the seventh generation Celica. Seventh generation Celica -based road racer. Entered
production as the seventh generation Celica. Entered production as the RT30L Corona. Based
on the Crown Majesta. Based on the TownAce. Also shown as the FCX Update of the Fun-vii.
Sienna with wooden floors and controlled by an iPad. Series of fuel cell hybrid vehicles based
on the Highlander. Fuel cell hybrid vehicle, entered production as the Toyota Mirai. Also shown
as the CX Called the Fine-X in America. Called the Fine-T in Japan and Europe. Entered
production as the Mark X ZiO. Entered production as the second-generation Alphard. Entered
production as the second generation Tundra. Race car based on the Supra. Precursor to the
Supra A Based on the Camry Hybrid. Looks like a Tamiya radio control car. Based off the Lexus
LC Based on the Land Cruiser. Based on the first generation Matrix. Entered production as the
third-generation MR2. A fuel cell truck based on the Kenworth T Entered production as the
Sports Entered production as the FJ Cruiser. Entered production as the Camry Solara. Sports
converted to gas turbine hybrid. Sports converted to single electric motor. Sports converted to
twin electric motors. Entered production as the second generation Lexus RX. Entered
production as the Celica liftback. Ultimate Urban Vehicle. Modified Sienna body on a Tacoma
chassis. Toyota Vitz XP Wikimedia Commons has media related to Toyota vehicles. Kei car.
Pixis Epoch LA Pixis Space L Subcompact car. Porte AP Aygo AB Duet M Passo AC Etios AK
Starlet P Yaris XP Soluna L Vios XP Sprinter Carib L FunCargo XP Ractis XP Compact car.
Corolla Axio E Allex E Auris E Corolla FX E Corolla RunX E Prius XW Compact luxury car.

Altezza XE Blade E Sai AZK Brevis XG Compact wagon. Corolla Van wagon E Corolla Fielder E
Sprinter Carib E Altezza Gita XE Nadia XN Opa XT Carina Surf T Caldina T Mid-size car. Corona
T Premio T Camry Solara XV Avensis T Camry XV Windom XV Aurion XV Mark X X Aristo S Mirai
JPD Mid-size wagon. Mark II Wagon X Mark II Blit X Camry Gracia XV Full-size car. Avalon XX
Crown S Crown Majesta S Celsior XF Century G Sport compact car. Celica A Celica T Curren T
Carina A Cavalier TJG Carina T Allion T Carina ED T Zelas AT Celica Supra A Supra A Grand
tourer. Soarer Z MR2 W MR-S W Crown Comfort XS Limited edition. Sera EXY Classic YN Origin
JCG Non-Toyota platform. Cami J Rush J Raize A Urban Cruiser. Yaris Cross XP Rush F Rush
Fâ€” Voltz E Corolla Cross XG Blizzard LD RAV4 XA Harrier XU Venza AV FJ Cruiser XJ Hilux
Sport Rider. Land Cruiser Light J Land Cruiser Prado J Full-size SUV. Land Cruiser J Sequoia
XK30â€” Sequoia XK Mega Cruiser BXD Kei pickup truck. Pixis Truck Sâ€” Pickup truck. Stout
RK Kijang F Kijang pickup F Hilux Nâ€” Hilux AN10â€” Hilux ANâ€” Tacoma Nâ€” Tacoma N
Land Cruiser pickup J Tundra XK Subcompact minivan. Calya B Avanza F Raum XZ Passo Sette
M Sienta XP Corolla Verso AR Verso ZGR Compact minivan. Gaia XM Isis AM Innova AN Wish
AE Mid-size minivan. RegiusAce H Alphard AH Full-size minivan. Sienna XL Kei van. Sparky S
HiAce HH HiAce H ProAce City. ProAce Verso. Yaris Sedan. Yaris Sedan M. Yaris HB M. Yaris
Liftback. Yaris Liftback C. Prius c. Prius c M. Corolla iM. Corolla Hatchback. Prius Plug-in
Hybrid. Prius Prime. Prius v. Subcompact crossover. C-HR AX Compact crossover. Mid-size
crossover. Venza XU Highlander XU Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. Previa XR The Toyota
Motorhome is a classic Class C RV that encompasses a variety of motorhome models from
various manufactures. These vintage and collectible motorhomes were made in 70s, 80s and
early s. For more information on this see the Toyota Motorhome History below. Toyota
Motorhomes are highly sought after today for a variety of reasons including the fuel economy,
low price and vintage style. We aim however to give buyers specifically looking for Toyota
Motorhomes a one stop shop. It has everything needed for comfortable living. Very low-mileage,
mechanically-sound, self-converted as journey transpired [â€¦]. Custom- Rare. Toyota,
automatic 2WD with duallies and extended sleeper cab has less than 64, CAN k km original
miles. This set is in excellent condition for its age. Great gas mileage. Matching [â€¦]. We have
been the [â€¦]. Debating selling my home!! Fits in a regular parking spot Sleeps 4 most sprinters
[â€¦]. All 6 tires are less [â€¦]. Most of the visitors on this are familiar with the motorhome
classifications but for those who are not here is a quick general reference guide. Class C
Motorhomes are often referred to as Alcove or Cab-Over Motorhomes as they commonly have a
double berth sleeping area over the driving cab. This is combined with a caravan style body of
medium length, usually 22 to 33 feet long. Class C motorhomes are advantageous because the
owner receives better gas mileage like a camper van but has more self contained
accommodations like a full size Class A motorhome. This class of motorhome is considered
semi-integrated as sometimes the cab is separate from the camper portion, similar to a truck
with a camper shell. Toyota Motorhomes are iconic as they were some of the first Class C
motorhomes to hit the road back in the 70s. Today most major motorhome manufactures utilize
the Ford E Series chassis to base their motorhome designs on, however back in s they used the
Toyota Truck. This is the truck that the Toyota Tacoma was originally based on, but at the time
was simply known as the Toyota Pickup in the United States or the Toyota Hilux in international
markets. Motorhomes were made on the standard duty Toyota truck chassis from to before
moving to a one-ton cab and chassis in The top three brands that most enthusiasts are aware of
are the Toyota Chinook, Dolphin and Sea Breeze. The Chinook brand was made by Chinook the
company while the Dolphin and Sea Breeze where made by the following manufactures. Rather
you are a buyer or seller and have found this site useful to you, please consider donating to
help us provide a better experience for you. This website is simply provided as a tool to
facilitate buyers and sellers connecting for the transaction. In addition, this website is not
endorsed by or affiliated with the Toyota or other motorhome brands nor is it certified by
Craigslist, eBay or other classifieds resources. The use of trademarks and brand names are
executed in accordance with the Fair Use clause of The Copyright Act of As this site is
educational in nature, use of this copyrighted material is covered under this clause. All
trademarks belong to their respective owners. Please view our DMCA Notice for more
information about copyright and material presented on this website. Recent Listings. In the
Spotlight. We have been the [ I have a Google Photo album of pix and videos to share with
serious buyers. A real Survivor! This is a factory Turbo 22RTE , of which they made maybe 4
ever. This one [ Premier Listings. February 14, 0. January 5, 0. October 28, 1. March 6, 2.
October 13, 0. Featured Listings. February 22, 0. February 13, 2. February 1, 0. January 31, 1.
February 8, 0. February 8, 3. January 3, 2. October 20, 0. September 26, 0. August 27, 0. August
3, 0. Class C Motorhome Most of the visitors on this are familiar with the motorhome
classifications but for those who are not here is a quick general reference guide. Toyota

Motorhome History Today most major motorhome manufactures utilize the Ford E Series
chassis to base their motorhome designs on, however back in s they used the Toyota Truck.
Support Our Site Rather you are a buyer or seller and have found this site useful to you, please
consider donating to help us provide a better experience for you. Classifieds Navigation Used
the links below to find a classic Toyota Class C RV for sale sorted by popular manufacturer,
trim, model or model year. Model Years Kelowna Surrey Vancouver Victoria. Barrie Toronto.
Little Rock. Athens Atlanta. Aurora Chicago Peoria. Evansville Fort Wayne Indianapolis
Lafayette. Cedar Rapids Des Moines. Kansas City Topeka. Baton Rouge New Orleans
Shreveport. Boston Cape Cod New Bedford. Kansas City Springfield St. Billings Bozeman.
Lincoln Omaha. Las Vegas Reno. Manchester Nashua. Newark South Jersey Toms River.
Albuquerque Santa Fe. Charlotte Durham Greensboro Raleigh Wilmington. Bismarck Fargo.
Akron Cincinnati Cleveland Columbus. OKC Tulsa. Bend Eugene Medford Portland Salem.
Allentown Erie Philadelphia Pittsburgh Reading. Charleston North Charleston. Rapid City.
Chattanooga Knoxville Murfreesboro Nashville. Orem Salt Lake City. Green Bay Madison
Milwaukee. Double wishbone independent suspension was on all 4 wheels and vented disc
brakes were used on both the front and rear. The body shape was similar to that of other
supercars of the time, like the Mercedes C , with a long flat nose blended into a long windscreen
and a high rear with a vertical cutoff. It was not put into production but many of its components
did eventually reach production in various Toyota models. The front of the interior was the
same as the TA22 GT except for a different fabric pattern on the seats. The rear 2 seats were
individually reclining using the same reclining hinges and latches as the front seats except that
the rear latches were in the middle. A centre padded vinyl console was between the 2 rear seats
and the seat belts clipped into it when not in use. The spare tyre sat vertically at the very rear of
the cargo area under a vinyl cover. The SV-1 had a rear fuel filler similar to the early coupes.
Toyota changed all Celicas to side fuel fillers in mid , so from the RA28 all production liftbacks
had fuel fillers on the left rear quarter panel with a cover flap. The RA25 and TA27 were the first
production liftbacks and their fuel fillers were in the centre rear of the vehicle, behind a pulled
down panel. The SV-1 rear hatch glass was a bit larger than the production version. The key
hole for the hatch was on the beaver panel it was on the hatch on production liftbacks. The grill
was an ST type â€” just like all â€” production liftbacks even the GT models. Dual exhaust tips
exited out the rear production Celicas had a single exhaust tip. An electric aerial was put in the
left rear quarter the TA22 had this on the left front wheel guard. The RV-1 a prototype 2 door
wagon based on the Celica coupe with the Marinetta boat and trailer was also shown at the
Tokyo Motor show but did not reach production. The bottom half was a conventional single axle
small trailer made from fibreglass. For the exhibit, it was shown with one inflatable tent next to it
and another tent packed inside. The top half of the trailer was a small boat mounted
upside-down, with the bottom half of the trailer matching the boat shape along their joining
edges. The boat used an outboard motor that could be disconnected and stowed in the bottom
half when the halves were reassembled for towing. The exterior was painted white with a black
stripe and the interior was painted bright orange. The front had vertical corners instead of the
normal Celica's sloping park lights indicator lights in some markets. The bonnet was also
extended forward to match. An unusual grill was used featuring large round holes instead of the
more common slats or hexagonal holes. The front windows and the doors remained the same
as the Celica but the roof line was extended to cover the rear passenger seats and then
continued as a thin spine to the rear of the car. A large integral roll bar completed the rear and
also held up the rear of the roof spine. The tail lights and rear indicators shown through many
small round holes in the rear face of the bodywork. Unusually for Celicas, the rear bumper had
cut-outs to house red reflectors and reversing lights. A 1 metre wide tail gate with a frameless
wind-down window occupied the centre of the rear. The centre section of the bumper moved
with the tail gate instead of being fixed directly to the body. A tow bar was fitted so that it could
be shown with the Marinetta. The RV-1 was designed a part of a recreational vehicle system that
included the RV-1 car, the Marinetta trailer which included a fibreglass dinghy , a 5-person
inflatable tent and a jet ski on its own trailer. The RV-1 never went into production but the SV-1
did. It is a motor home, based on a small bus. The Toyota MP20 is a multi-purpose vehicle
based on a small bus. Styling was up-to-date with sharply formed edges and large rectangular
headlights. The front bumper covered only the corners, allowing the grill to be much more
prominent than normal. The roof line terminated behind the large door on each side. Above the
rear waistline were a pair of side hinged clam shell doors covering the entire rear section. An
integrated roll bar terminated the body work and also formed a place for the clam shell doors to
seal. The clam shell doors met each in the middle of the roof with no centre support. When the
doors were raised you could stretch a tent between them. Two adults could sleep in the tent
section and another two adults could sleep on the front seats, which could fold down flat.

Finally, the rear section included a full width tail gate with a wind-down window nestled under
the rear roll bar. The RV-2 uses wheels with 5 studs, just like the Crown and unlike the 4 stud
Mark II wheels but these parts are easy to swap between the cars. The brochure included
sketches with the steering wheel clearly shown on the left hand side but the photographs of the
real vehicle hid the steering wheel â€” which was on the right hand side. In order to provide
adequate crumple zones while remaining within the size given by the government
specifications, Toyota was forced to make the car a 2-seater. The vehicle at the show was the
second ESV made. Unique alloy wheels were used. It was shown at the Tokyo Motor Show. The
car gives the driver information about trafic and weather, and can alert the driver of road
detours and car accidents. It included a telephone, which, at the time, was an item for the rich.
Safety features included 4-wheel anti-skid brakes, 4-beam headlights, air bags, silicone rubber
front bumper mounted on internal shock absorbers and crumple zones. The EV2 was a concept
vehicle created by Toyota in It is a small, electric vehicle and was introduced at the Tokyo Motor
Show. The Toyota F later called F in and F in was a concept car introduced in The car, a
wagon-type sedan, was shown at the Tokyo Motor Show. The gull-wing doors of the car caught
people's attention. Toyota displayed the F concept, and promoted it as "the sedan of the future.
The oriental prototype featured four-wheel disc brakes and a fully independent suspension. The
F became a prequel to the second generation Toyota Celica. By that time, the first generation
Celica had already been produced for two years and sold well. The F was built for maximum
efficiency. The body of the concept, blown in a wind tunnel, fully met the challenges of the time
and worked for fuel efficiency. At the same time, the outlines of the car, combining straight lines
with roundness, as well as possible fell into the trends of future years. The Marinetta 10 was a
concept trailer made by Toyota and shown during the Tokyo Motor Show behind a Corona
hardtop in a beach setting, complete with beach sand and palm trees. The versions was very
similar to the Marinetta. The fibreglass exteriors were unchanged but the bottom half was
changed internally to be similar to a pop-up caravan. Once the boat half was removed, beds
could be folded out to the left and right sides and a fold-out frame raised complete with a fabric
covering. The exterior was painted white with an orange stripe along the top of the boat and
'Marinetta 10' in white lettering inside the stripe which would be upside-down and underwater
when the boat is in use. It includes water resistant seats, two radios, protective headlights,
additional optics, heavy winch, cover for spare wheel, aluminum safety cage, and a mounted
spotlight-seaker, and an interior wood trimmed as used for fishing boats. Under the hood was
mounted 4-cyl diesel B-series engine. A GT45 gas turbine engine was mounted in a Toyota
Century, one of the few Toyotas with an engine bay big enough. The engine was connected to
an electrical generator connected to 20 batteries of 12 V each, which then drove two electric
motors, one motor for the front left wheel and the second motor for the right front wheel. The
Century was first trialled in this manner in but not shown to the public until A similar system
was trialled from on some Toyota buses. This van was unusual in being based on the Crown
passenger car chassis instead of a commercial vehicle chassis. Externally, the MPâ€”1
resembles a van with a sharply sloped bonnet. The two front doors are normal hinged doors but
the rearâ€”most of the side doors slide backwards along rails. The entire rear of the MPâ€”1 is a
top hinged rear door. The passenger side sliding door also incorporated a lifting step to allow
wheelchair access. Internally, the front passenger can turn degrees and the rear bench seat can
be tipped 90 degrees to face forwards or backwards. A sunroof and refrigerator were included.
Even though the CAL-1 was designed in California, it was right hand drive and had Japanese
front mounted mirrors. The rear decking opened into a pair of rear seats and the rear window
opened into a wind deflector for the rear passengers. Further portions of the rear decking could
be removed to make it into a pickup. The Experimental Aluminum Car is a concept car made by
Toyota in Toyota used Aluminium for the entire body of the car. The result of using this
lightweight material allowed the weight reduction to improved efficiency. The car was powered
by a cc engine and weighed only kg. This vehicle was shown again in the nostalgia section of
the Tokyo Motor Show. Minor changes had been made to it: the red roof had been changed to
black, the black side mirrors had been changed to red, a large bonnet scoop had been added
and the plain steel wheels had been replaced with alloy wheels. The bonnet sloped sharply, with
a pod in the middle for the headlights. Front wheel drive was used, leaving the cabin floor flat
and the cabin spacious. The side windows were mounted high on the waistline but this was
offset by having transparent cut-outs in the body's side panels. A small table was placed
between the rightmost seats of the second and third rows. A rear-facing television was mounted
in the roof just behind the front row of seats. It was a special exhibit made exclusively for the
Tokyo Motor Show. It was not planned to make production. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Redirected from Toyota RV Motor vehicle. Retrieved Retrieved December 1,
Popular Science. Penthouse August : Retrieved December 7, SAE International. How to design

cars like a pro. Popular Mechanics. October Archived from the original on Inside line. Toyota
Motor Corporation. Scion WiLL Toyopet. Toyota Financial Services. Dyna Type 73 Medium
Truck. Categories : Toyota concept vehicles. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Concept sports car S. Mid-engine, rear-wheel-drive.
A20 Celica. T50 5 speed manual. FR layout. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Toyota
concept automobiles. This post contains affiliate links, for more information please read our
disclaimer on affiliate links. This post was updated in September One of our most frequently
asked questions is why we chose a Toyota Dolphin for our camper lifestyle. Choosing an RV is
a big decision, so let us give you the lowdown on how we chose our Toyota Dolphin. We first
started noticing Toyota motorhomes at Burning Man. What repeatedly caught our eye about
these mini motorhomes was their manageable size. At 21 feet long and just under 7 feet wide
our Toyota Dolphin is one of the smallest motorhomes out there. We are about the same size as
a Sprinter van, but with far more usable space thanks to the over cab bed! Micro motorhomes
are very hard to come by, and in the United States Toyota motorhomes are just about the only
micro mini RVs available. There are plenty of towable micro trailers, but we wanted something
self-contained so we would not have to worry about purchasing a tow vehicle. We have been SO
pleased with the decision to go with a small motorhome. While a larger RV provides more living
space, the advantages of choosing a compact motorhome far outweighed the benefits of extra
space for us. One huge advantage of driving one of the smallest motorhomes on the market is
fuel efficiency. We consistently get about mpg in our Toyota Dolphin. This is similar to the gas
milage of a small campervan, and a HUGE savings compared to the mpg many larger RVs get.
Another reason we chose a very small RV was drivability, as well as flexibility in where we take
it. Our Dolphin drives just like a large truck, making it easy and comfortable to drive on a variety
of terrains, and we have definitely tested that on everything from asphalt to sand to gravel
roads. This is also where flexibility comes in- a very small RV is shorter and weighs less than a
standard RV, which means you can drive it on steep dirt roads, and over soft sand, both of
which would be impossible in a larger RV. This is a great resource for anyone planning to travel
by camper! Our Toyota Dolphin camper is a mini motorhome. Great question! The truth is, we
had a short list of vehicles that we were interested in, and a campervan was number two on the
list, right below a Toyota motorhome. Campervans are awesome for many of the reasons we
listed above- after all, they are small and fuel efficient! However, there are some big advantages
to the Toyota campers, the first being the USE of the space. Also, our Dolphin RV has a tiny
bathroom that is actually a separate room at the back of the camper, which is not a feature we
would get in a campervan. The separate bathroom was not important to us when we made the
purchase, but after a year of full time RV living we realize that the separate bathroom has made
our life SO much more comfortable than it would be without it. Pro tip: For even more living
space create an RV patio using a large weatherproof outdoor mat like this one. Essentially, our
Toyota Dolphin motorhome is about the same length and width of a large campervan, but with a
much more efficient use of the living space thanks to the unique floor plan. That extra living
space was a huge factor in choosing a Toyota motorhome over a campervan. Interested in how
we utilize the space in our Toyota motorhome? Check out our top 10 essential motorhome
accessories! Check out this video to see the awesome layout of our Toyota Dolphin! You can
see for yourself why we chose a Toyota motorhome over a campervan. This is a testament to
the quality of these RVs. It is not uncommon for a Toyota mini motorhome to run well over ,
miles on its original engine. In fact, most Toyota motorhomes feature the Toyota 22R-E engine,
which is famous in the auto industry as one of the longest running engines ever manufactured.
At this time our Toyota Dolphin motorhome has just 41, miles on it, and it absolutely runs like a
new truck. Interested in your own Mexican camping adventure? Be sure to snag this essential
guidebook! Honestly, even if we only camped in urban areas, we would still save loads of cash
by driving a reliable vehicle. Mechanical work is expensive! We have been so happy with our
Toyota motorhome, we certainly would recommend it to anyone as the best compact
motorhome on the road. These will pull up LOTS of options. Checking your local craigslist is
also a good way to find a Toyota motorhome locally. Would you like to get a closer look at our
Toyota Dolphin? Click here to go to our Toyota Dolphin video tour! Planning your own Toyota
motorhome adventure? Be sure you have everything you need! Want to keep in touch? Head to
our sidebar or scroll to the bottom of this page on mobile and enter your name and email
address to subscribe to our email updates. In our monthly emails we give updates on our
travels, insider tips, and a behind the scenes look at our camper life. Need help planning an RV
road trip? Check out our RV Trip Planner! Did you enjoy this post? Pin it to Pinterest:. Im
contemplating buying an 89 Toyota dolphin, but it needs a transmission. Quick question. I came
across a toyota odyssey. Loaded with 78k miles. But needs tires, need battery for the camper,

all amenities have not worked in years. And 1owner for I am always looking for ways to make
money on cars and never really thought about rvs. I do everything from changing whole motors
to floors and AC units. So labor is not an issue. Would I be able to sell it once fixed up? Hi John!
Thanks for the comment, and I apologize for the delay in getting back to you. The easiest way to
find it is to scroll to the bottom of this page and click the little Facebook icon, that will lead you
to our Facebook where you can "like" us to get updates! We still only take steep climbs at about
50mph, but the V6 definitely provides more power. If you do get a 6 cylinder the one big thing
you want to check is whether it was a year that required the head gasket replacement this was a
recall , and whether that replacement was done. When we purchased ours we found that the
plastic roof vents had small leaks because they were the original vents from and had cracked.
Hi Vicky! Our Dolphin is an automatic, but there are lots of Toyota motorhomes out there with
manual transmissions. Im Vinn. I just liked you on Facebook and love the content! Posted too. I
cannot wait to get "Nav" out on the road! Thanks for this. You rock! Yes I need this site. I being
a senior lady setting out on a adventure with a Toyota with 37, miles. A couple of questions.
What size and what kind of topper is above the cab bed.. I live in Az and need to make sure I
have a comfortable bed at nite and a spare tire. Please and thanks. Hi Chris! Full size sheets,
blankets, and mattress topper fit the overcab bed well. The folks in that group are awesome for
questions like this! Hi Phil! The V6 is pretty awesome on those steep climbs. I found a Toyota
Mini Cruiser. Is one better than the other and is a dolphin better than a mini cruiser? Hi
Margaret! I recommend having the engine checked over by a mechanic or someone with enough
basic mechanical know-how to know what to check for. Water damage is a MESS to deal with,
and was a deal breaker for us when we were looking for our Dolphin. Hi, my name is Dave, we
are from Vancouver, Canada. My wife and I really liked your webpage and all the info that you
have provided, and we are happy to say that we have just bought a toyota dolphin a few months
ago, I have redone the inside, and we are so happy with it, we got the v6 and made sure the
head gasket was done before we got it. Hi Dave. Congratulations on your new Toymo!! I would
love to see the before and after pictures of your new interior, you can send them to brittany
therollingpack. Hi Anand! In general the parts and maintenance costs for a Toyota Motorhome
are lower than bigger, modern motorhomes. This was one of the major appeals for us. While
Toyota Motorhomes run much longer than most other motorhome brands, it is still very
possible to find ones that are in BAD shape. So do your homework before you go look at
Toymos, and know what you should be looking for! Hi, Davo from Brooklyn here! We are about
to get A sea Breeze 91 with V6, anybody drove one of those? Congratulations on your new
Toymo Davo! I have a Gasoline Class A Motorhome and get about mpg. But, driving mph max
helps and I also add lucas oil treatment to my gas tank and get an additional mpg. Hi Landra! Hi
Mike! Hi James! The Shastas are very similar to the Dolphins. Especially push on all the walls in
the overcab bed area, as that area is notorious for leaks! Be sure you drive it, and be sure
during that drive you take it up to highway speed. Hi, I lived the video tour of your Dolphin!
Could that be from driving too fast? Any other ideas why? Hi Lia! Driving too fast can definitely
throw off the gas mileage. We average about 55mph, and almost never go over 60mph. This
feels like a happy speed for our engine, which is why we have never pushed it beyond that, and
it also keeps us in the sweet spot for gas mileage. This does mean that Google Maps always
estimates our drive time incorrectly it will always take us longer to reach a destination so I
usually do my own calculation based on mileage and an average of 52mph to account for gas
and bathroom stops. Wondering when you were last in the Mexican Baja and what the food,
alcohol gas prices currently are? Hi Ron! Beer and tequila are very cheap. Food is also very
cheap. For example, you can get a kilo of avocados 2. These prices all go out the window in
Cabo, however. In Cabo expect US prices on basically everything. Hi, I just came across your
website. Been considering a transit mainly bc can take to any ford dealer for repairs. So, one
question, can you just take a Dolphin to a Toyota dealer or any regular car repair shop for
maintenance and repairs or have to go somewhere specialized. Thanks Lee. Hi Lee! You can
definitely take a Toyota Dolphin to a regular mechanic. One of the things about the Dolphin or
any Toyota Motorhome is that they are built on a regular Toyota truck chassis. This means that
the engine in these RVs is very well known by mechanics, and is easy to get repaired. Hello, it
was so great to find your website and learning more about your Toyota Camper and the
community these vehicles. That was it I went down the rabbit hole and found your site which
has such great content. I am in the process of selling my house in Orlando and looking for a
Toymo to become my new home and travel around the country. I just subscribed to your
newsletter and look forward to staying in contact and possibly meeting on the road in the near
future! Really appreciate the content and inspiration. I hope to see you on the road in the future!
Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for
the next time I comment. Skip to content This post contains affiliate links, for more information

please read our disclaimer on affiliate links. Toyota motorhomes are small We first started
noticing Toyota motorhomes at Burning Man. Why go small? About The Author. Brittany
Brittany is the creator and editor of The Rolling Pack. She is a writer, a traveler, and a dreamer.
Brittany hopes that The Rolling Pack will nudge others to rethink their place in the world, and to
take healthy risks in order to find freedom and joy in their lives. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply
Your email address will not be published. Toyota engines and chassis were features of many
small motor homes, beginning in the s and enjoying their heyday in the s. Manufacturers
ordered Toyota pickup trucks without the pickup bed and were then free to add their own
design camper attachment. Pop-up Toyota campers were economical and compact, but roof
joins were prone to leaking. By the s slightly larger Toyota motor homes gained popularity:
fiberglass bodies constructed in two halves with a horizontal join were leak proof and
ergonomically designed. Unfortunately, Toyota chassis lost popularity when increasingly heavy
body designs and overloading by vacationers caused axle failure. These smallest of motor
homes gained headroom by popping up a roof section with canvas sides. The Bandit was a
small four-wheel drive pop-up camper sleeping two to four. Chinooks were another pop-up
popular in the s. The Chinook camper attachment fitted to a regular Toyota pickup truck bed
and was available in and foot versions. Supplanted by the demand for larger, more luxurious
motor homes, these are now out of production; spare parts are hard to obtain. Produced from
the late s with and foot bodies, Odysseys were amongst the earliest to replace the pop-up with
solid fiberglass construction. As with the pop-up designs, the new fiberglass pods slid onto a
Toyota Hilux pickup bed. Odyssey used fuel-injected Toyota V-6 engines. Selling points were
light construction, fuel economy, a wind-deflecting nose cone and a profile four inches lower
than standard campers without sacrificing head room. Rear-bath models had pull-out
floor-to-ceiling pantries; Chaparral and Newport floor plans were suitable for four-wheel drive.
Most models featured spacious lounge areas, including both barrel and bench seating and TVs.
Air conditioning, cruise control and microwaves were optional. With fiberglass-shell
construction in and foot versions, Sunraders used the four-cylinder Toyota engine and Toyota
Hilux chassis. A rare four-wheel-drive version of the Sunrader RD began production in small
numbers from The deluxe Sunrader Classic featured cedar closets with lights and optional
upgrades such as a gallon gas tank and additional exterior st
2007 chevy cobalt exhaust system diagram
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peugeot 107 warning lights
orage. Gulfstream produced the foot Conquest on the Toyota Hilux base in the s. Toyota
engines retained good fuel economy despite relatively heavy body weight, but these larger
motor homes began the death knell for the Toyota chassis, which was unsuited for heavy loads.
As fashion demanded larger motor homes with more fittings, problems emerged with Toyota
rear axles failing under the weight of some models. Bearing the cost of an axle recall, many
manufacturers went out of business. National RV's Dolphin models featuring the Toyota pick-up
chassis were produced only between and , hit hard by the recall. Still in business, National no
longer produces Dolphins. Winnebago, Coachman and Daman all previously produced Toyota
motor homes, but now manufacture only large motor homes. Keystone, offering a Toyota
camper in the early s, now specializes in fiberglass travel trailers. Based in the Isle of Man,
Tamasin Wedgwood has been writing on historical topics since Related Travel Supreme Specs.

